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Chapter: 1839

This statement came out!

Bai Yi and Shen Yumei breathed a sigh of relief at the same time,

because this was exactly what they wanted to hear.

just!

“Friendship, are you fooling a ghost?”

Wang Yanli jumped out of humiliation at this time:

“Lin Fan, don’t forget, we are the witnesses who witnessed your

derailment. In front of us, would you dare to speak nonsense with your

eyes open?”

“You are so courageous!”

Hear the words!

Shen Yumei and Bai Yi’s face suddenly sank, and they were somewhat

angry at Wang Yanli’s family.

And this time!

Wang Youcai also coldly hummed:

“This kid is lying, you absolutely can’t believe him, we all watched them

hugging each other!”

Hug together?

Hear the words!

Bai Yi’s face was instantly pale as paper, and his feet were about to be

unsteady.

Lin Fan, did Li Xunran really cheat?

Did her most worrying thing happen after all?

Bai Yi stared at Lin Fan dimly, hoping that Lin Fan could give her an

explanation!

At this time, Shen Yumei also asked extremely disturbedly:

“Lin Fan, are they true?”

Seeing Bai Yi’s broken heart, Lin Fan also felt a tingling pain in his

heart.

“Lin Fan, continue to argue! We have evidence, hahaha!”

Wang Yanli said triumphantly, as if I had taken you seriously.

just!

When the evidence was brought up, Wang Zhijun’s expression became

hesitant for some reason.

Shen Yumei also sighed, knowing that she was kindly doing bad things

at this time, and at this time she had already pushed Lin Fan to the

brink of having to confess.

And just when Lin Fan had nothing to do!

There was a shout outside the door:

“I really like Lin Fan!”

The person who came was Li Xunran!

Seeing Li Xunran’s appearance, Lin Fan suddenly broke into a cold

sweat, panicking in his heart.

This woman has told her not to come, why is she still disobedient?

Lin Fan hurriedly greeted Li Xunran, somewhat helplessly said:

“Eldest sister, don’t you want me to succeed?”

At this time, Wang Youcai and Wang Yanli saw Li Xunran’s appearance

suddenly change their expressions, and their expressions were

extremely disturbed and panic.

After seeing Li Xunran, these two bully and fearful masters dared not

speak loudly anymore.

But Wang Yanli still whispered in Shen Yumei’s ear unwillingly, saying:

“Shen Yumei, have you seen it this time? Your son-in-law’s mistress has

come to the door.”

boom!

In this way, Shen Yumei burst into flames and roared:

“Lin Fan, what do you mean? Did you even bring Xiaosan to the door

to demonstrate to us on purpose?”

“My daughter is so cheap, want you to humiliate her like this and force

her to divorce?”

Bringing Xiaosan to the door, this is deliberately humiliating Bai Yi,

isn’t it?

Lin Fan did too much!

When she heard Shen Yumei’s words, Bai Yi also shed tears, feeling

bitter and wronged in her heart.

Even if Lin Fandang wanted to speak, but still waiting for him to

speak, Li Xunran strode out:

“You don’t need to blame Lin Fan. Although I like Lin Fan, he didn’t

agree with me. I came here to tell you, Bai Yi, I want to compete fairly

with you.”

Hearing this, Bai Yi and Shen Yumei’s expressions looked better. This

turned out to be nothing but Li Xunran’s unrequited love, and Lin Fan

did not agree to her.

And Lin Fan can face the courtship of such a beautiful woman without

being indifferent, and you can imagine his affection for Bai Yi.

At this time, Shen Yumei was angrily waiting for Li Xunran:

“Why are you little girl so ignorant? Don’t you know that she has a

wife?”

“You are ruining other people’s families, you are a junior, are you still

shameless?”

just!

Li Xunran sneered:

“I know he has a family, but how have you treated him kindly all these

years?”

“How much has he done for your Bai family, but for you, he is still an

ineffective door-to-door son-in-law, a little white face who depends on

his wife.”

“He is such a good man, but you are called as a slave! Bai Yi, you are

not worthy of him!”

Hear the words!

Bai Yi lowered her head guiltily. At this moment, she was unable to

refute, because she knew that what Li Xunran said was wrong.

In the past few years, Lin Fan has been wholeheartedly for their family,

but her family treats Lin Fan as a dog.

Even at the time, she never looked down upon Lin Fan!

Lin Fan, a great master, actually wronged Lin Fan when he was the

son-in-law of their Bai family.

“This is our family affair, there is no need for you to be an outsider to

dictate, and we have changed a long time ago, now we have long

treated him as our own son.”

Shen Yumei retorted.

Hear the words!

Li Xunran laughed even louder:

“Changed? You just listened to the fanfare of outsiders, planning to ask

Master Lin Fanxing a crime?”

“It shows that your Bai family doesn’t trust him at all, don’t you?”

“I……”

Shen Yumei suddenly couldn’t argue with her words, and Bai Shan

couldn’t help but scold her:

“I’ve said that Xiaofan is not that kind of person, but you just didn’t

listen. You didn’t even understand what happened and you blamed

him. Are you satisfied now?”

Shen Yumei immediately stared at Wang Yanli and others angrily, and

roared:

“It’s all you, you all harmed! You deliberately wanted to harm our

family and make our family discord!”

“Don’t think I don’t know what your peace of mind is. You guys will

get out of here, and you won’t be allowed to come to my house in the

future, or I will kill you!”

Shen Yumei was going crazy, she was completely cheated by Wang

Yanli and the others. They wanted to ruin their home, and this time

they must have done it deliberately.

Now that I have misunderstood Lin Fan, coupled with the instigation

of a beautiful woman like Li Xunran, it is possible that Lin Fan will

really divorce Bai Yi.

Both Wang Yanli and Wang Youcai were completely dumbfounded,

and they didn’t expect things to evolve like this.

Wang Yanli shouted loudly:

“You guys, don’t let them be fooled. We saw this guy and Li Xunran

hugging with our own eyes and said that the two are innocent?”

“Wang Zhijun also took the evidence of their fornication, Wang

Zhijun! You quickly show them the evidence so that they can see the

true face of their good son-in-law?”

Ok?

Everyone looked at Wang Zhijun together, waiting for Wang Zhijun’s

reply.

But Wang Zhijun looked like he didn’t know anything, pretending to be

stupid and said:

“What crime? Aunt, what are you talking about, why don’t I

understand?”

He still made a fortune by relying on this evidence, how could he hand

it over so easily?

In this case, how could he even threaten Lin Fan?

“What nonsense are you talking about, didn’t you take a picture?”

Wang Yanli asked in horror, what’s wrong with Wang Zhijun?

Wang Zhijun still shook his head, and said:

“Aunt, it’s not that I said you, don’t always destroy other people’s

families. The couple is good, why are you always trying to instigate

separation?”
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